STEP - 1

Existing penetrations through holes up to 1150x1150mm

STEP - 2

Measure up the hole and penetrations

STEP - 3

Cut the Intubatt1 to size and draw in the penetrations
STEP - 4
Cut out the penetrations

STEP - 5
Duplicate on a second Intubatt1

STEP - 6
Cut the Intubatt1 into jigsaw pieces

STEP - 7
Cut small pieces easily with a knife or blade
STEP - 8
Apply Intucoat to any cut edges

STEP - 9
Friction fit each piece into place

STEP - 10
Continue to paint edges and put the jigsaw back together

STEP - 11
Mastic over penetrations
STEP - 12  Mastic between any accessible gaps

STEP - 13  The second layer can be back to back or have an airgap

STEP - 14  Work from one side or from the edges in

STEP - 15  No green batt should be visible
STEP - 16

Job done.
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